Global Engineering Exchange Programs for Aerospace Engineering Majors

Engineering majors sometimes believe that their course schedules don’t allow them the opportunity to study abroad. However, CWRU is a member of the Global Engineering Education Exchange (Global E3), which enables engineering students to go abroad to universities in Europe, Latin America, and Asia while earning CWRU engineering credit. Engineering students who study through Global E3 can study abroad for a semester or year, and some students choose to study one semester and complete an overseas internship for the other semester. Below is a list of Global E3 universities that contain programs in aerospace engineering.

Name of Institution | Country | Language of courses
--- | --- | ---
Universität Stuttgart | Germany | All courses in German
Institut Teknologi Bandung | Indonesia | Some courses in English
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology | Israel | Some courses in English
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid | Spain | Some courses in English

You can also visit the Global E3 website: [http://www.iie.org/programs/globale3](http://www.iie.org/programs/globale3).

Please note that this sheet represents Global E3 programs only; other study abroad opportunities are also available for engineering students.

For more information, contact Lisa Brown in the Office of Education Abroad at 216-368-2394 or lxb260@case.edu.